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PREFACE.

At the request of some of my Canadian friends, I

have consented to the publication of the addresses which

I delivered in Canada—mostly to Canadian Clubs—dur-

ing my recent visit to that country.

The only speech of any length delivered by me at

any public meeting in Canada, which is not reprinted

here, is my speech at the dinner of the British Empire

League in Toronto on October 28th.

This omission is not made because I desire in any

way to modify that speech, still less because I fail to

appreciate the importance of the occasion upon which it

was delivered.

The audience at the British Empire League dinner

was as representative and influential as any I had the

honor of addressing during my whole visit, and Colonel

Denison's speech on that occasion would have been

alone sufficient to make the meeting a memorable
one. But the conditions of an after-dinner speech are

necessarily not the most favorable for the discussion of
a complicated and somewhat technical subject like that

of Imperial Preference, and, as a matter of fact, I dealt

with precisely the same questions, but at greater length

and with more elaboration, a few days later in my ad-

dress to the Board of Trade of Montreal, which is in-

cluded in this volume. I did not wish to weary my



readers by presenting them with what is in substance the
same speech, twice over.

I have only one word to say in extenuation of the
very rough and fragmentary character of the material
now submitted to the public. The addresses containedm this volume are not a series of lectures, nor do they
represent a premeditated effort of any kind. I was
simply caught at various stages in a somewhat hurried
and arduous journey, and compelled, nolens volens to
speak. And so I just did the best I could, always with
inadequate preparation, and sometimes without any
Under the circumstances, any little value which these
speeches may possess must be attributed to the fact
hat the subject which was uppermost in my mind at the
time-namely, the future relations of Canada and the
other self-governing dominions to the United Kingdom
and to one another-is one to which for years I have
given a good deal of thought; and that, in speaking about

1 \TL r^ °" ' ''^^" ^""^ °^ experience. I
should be the last to claim that my treatment of it in
these pages was by any means exhaustive. But they may
nevertheless contain suggestions of some interest to othj
workers m the same field.

MILNER.

S.S. "Victorian," Nov. loth, 1908.
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THE CANADIAN CLUB, VANCOUVER,
OCTOBER 9TH.

This is the first time I have had the privilege of
addressing one of those Canadian Clubs, which now
I believe exist in most of the great towns of the
Dominion, and which, according as they give free expres-
sion to every form of opinion, are calculated to exercise
a most important influence on the development of the
intellectual and social, and, using the word in its best
sense, the political life of Canada. I am very grateful
for the opportunity you have afforded me, but I hope you
wiU not expect a long or momentous oration. I am not
by training an orator, but an administrator, and I have
come to Canada not to preach, but to learn. For many
years I have heard and read a great deal about this coun-
try. It is one which looms large and ever larger in the
thought and interest of all those who care about the Brit-
ish Empire. It is destined to take a very important
place, perhaps in time even the first place, in the world-
wide group of sister nations, which we designate by that
term.

Now ever since I have thought about such things
at all, I have striven to be a devoted citizen of Greater
Britain. I have spent the best years of my life in its
service, and now that I am out of official harness I have
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no higher ambition than to be regarded as a man. who
though he may live ahnost entirely in the Old Country'
does not belong to it exclusively, but belongs to the
whole Empire; one who, at any rate, is capable of under-
standmg and sympathizing with the people of what I

thcr ddficult.es. sympathizes with their aspirations, andwho can always be relied upon to take a fair, an intel-hgen and a helpful view of any questions affe^ing th^
in theu- relations to the United Kingdom or to one an-
other.

Now. that you will say is a tall order. I am quiteaware of it. IW that it is a big ambition to l^ »all-round British citi«n. not to say an all-round British
sutesman. I da^say I may make a great mess of i^-P«haps no man uving can make a complete success in«hat field but whether I succeed or whether I fad, it s
«> honorable ambidon and on. with which I tij. y^are bound to sympattlze.

At any rate, you will see why it was a matter of

CL7T\T: ""^ •"'- »c,uaintrwi;'
Canada. Though I have long been a student of Cami.

Lt^ °'f^'"'T7-
"•" •""" ^^P' ""« specially in

^.astll^-' rr" '""^"^ •«'» " ^<^ tillfte last three weeks. It is just twenty days tOKlay since Ilanded at Quebec, and I have never felt more ZZr-ng my present journey what an enonnous difference it
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makes, however much you may have studied a subject
or thought about it, to be able to see things for yourself.
It is true that I have only rushed through the Dominion

;

I am the last man to think that so hasty a visit entitles
me to pose as an authority on Canadian affairs. Nothing
could be more intolerable—don't I know it?—than the
globe trotter who dashes through a country in a few
days, and then thinks he knows all about it, when all

he really knows is the inside of two or three hotels. I

assure you, gentlemen, I have suffered from him in my
time just as much as any of you, and I am not going to
imitate him.

Take British Columbia alone. It would take months
to go through it, and years to know it. But for all that
I do know it a great deal better than I did a week ago.
And this is true of all my experiences in this country.
I feel I realize with greater vividness than I expected,
not only the vastness and the immense possibilities of the
Dominion, but also the differences, I might almost say
the contrasts, which exist between different parts of it

That is, so far, the dominant impression left upon
my mind. I may be entirely wrong; you will not be
hard upon me if I am. First impressions are often
wrong, and I am merely telling you frankly, as I be-
lieve you would wish me to speak, how the matter strikes
me, not in any dogmatic way, but because it is sometimes
mteresting and useful to know how things, with which
one is very familiar, so familiar perhaps that one has
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ce.wd to thmk .bout th«„, rtriJce a mw who .c th««for the first time.
^^ "***

I have been deeply impressed not only by the extentof the country, but by the fact that I seJ. !«T^

was the conception .of those who first «.aso<^d th^ M.of moulding all Canada from Cape Bret^ v
Island into one great CoZll! TJ" ~"'"

political architects who lUZT- ^
""''" ^"^^

ness as it th.n T ^ '^* «tcrvening wilder-

*!,. *^ !
** °"^y **»« common flag, it was onlvthe fact that that flag had been ken* fl t ^

Col. nbia here nn !, u
*^* ^^'^^ '" British

.

now nere on the shores of the Paeifir «,i,- u

great tr««o„,i„e„biI sute L^IT* * ^*' ***

rented such difficultiestl °' """"* P""

But, after all. the common flair ,„ ft,-—.o„„a^e,to^J,^-;4'-^o^
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thing or it may mean very little, according as the oppor-
tunity is neglected or developed. In this case, human
genius and energy made the most of the opportunity, and
the success was beyond all human anticipation. The
builders builded better than they knew. But it is one thing
to bring several distant and diverse communities into one
political union; it is another to inspire them with a com-
mon soul. Many people doubted when the Confedera-
tion was first formed, whether it was possible for the
British communities of North America, with all their
differences of race, with aU the physical obstacles to
their mtercourse, with all the external attractions draw-
ing them away from one another, to develop a common
national life. The event has proved that this fear was
unfounded.

Immense as has been the development of the ma-
terial resources of the country, and it is only just be-
gmning, there is another development, not less unportant
not less momentous, though it has perhaps attracted less'
attention in the world, I mean the growth of a common
devotion to their common country among the inhabitants
of all parts of Canada; the growth of a Canadian spirit,
a Canadian patriotism. And that without any loss of
mdividuality in the several communities. If men had
sought to ignore the differences of character and history
.f tiiey had sought to force what are now the provinces
of Canada mto one common mould. Confederation would
«»ve been a failure. It was only by reccyniring local
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life and local independence, it was only by combining
independence in local affairs, with an effective union for
common affairs, by unity in diversity, that this country
has been built up. Canadian patriotism has not grown
at the expense of local patriotism, but in addition to it.

And there is a greater and wider lesson in that. How
will this growth of Canadian patriotism affect Imperial
interests? There are people, perhaps many people, who
think that Canadian patriotism will tend to draw Canada
away from the sisteq nations into an isolated existence,
isolated though no doubt powerful. I do not, myself,'
share that feeling. May I tell you how I have heard it

put more than once during my visit to Canada? People
have said to me, people whose opinion I feel bound to
respect, " Canada is a land inhabitated by people of vari-
ous races and of different origin and traditions; it is pos-
sible to make them all good Canadians, but it is not pos-
sible to make them all good Britishers:" and, in a sense,
no doubt, that is true; but I for my part shall be satisfied
if they all become good Canadians. I do not, myself, fear
that the growth of a distinct Canadian type of character,
of a strong Canadian patriotism, is going to be a danger
to the unity of the Empire.

My faith in the British Empire, which is something
different from an Empire of England, or even of the
United Kingdom, is stronger than that. It is not reason-
able to expect that men who are not of British race, or
who, though originally of British race, may have beo^e
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alienated from British traditions, should be Imperialists

from love of Great Britain. But I think the time will

come when they may be Imperialisti from love of Can-
ada. Let them only learn to love Canada, the country

of their adoption, or in the next generation the country

of their birth, let them care greatly for Canada, and let

them and those Canadians who are of British birth unite

in the development of a strong local patriotism. The
more they all care for Canada, the more ambitious they

are for her, the more proud they are of her, the more
I believe they will appreciate the position of world-wide

influence and power which is open to her as a member of
the British Empire.

I am not speaking of what exists to-day. I am
thinking of the future. How are these things going to

work out? Canada is going to be a great country in any
case, one of the great countries of the world. But she
will not be unique in that. There are some other coun-
tries her equals in extent, and which, even with her vast

development, will be far more than her equals in popula-

tion. The time will come when with the growth of her

population and trade she will have interests in every part
of the world. How is she going to defend them ? Sooner
or later she will have to enter the field of world-politics.

What will she find there? Nations, not a few now, and
there are going to be more, who count their armed men
by millions, and their giant battleships by scores. Is she
going to compete on that scale with the armaments of
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the great worid-Powers ? Or i. ,he going to take a back
•eat, and a back seat, mind you, not only in war but in
peace? Wars between great nations are going to be
rarer and rarer as times passes. But every year and
every day not only on the rare occasions when nation,
actually fight, the power of fighting exercises its silent,
decsive mfluence on the history of the world. It is like
the cash reserve of some great solvent bank. How often
18 It necessary actually to disburse those millions, the ex-
istence of which, in tjie background, nevertheless affects
the bank and everybody who deals with it all the time?
It IS credit which determines the power and influence of
nations jnst as it does the fate of any business. Creditm busmess rest, ultimately on the possession or command
of cash. tl.ough the owners may never actually have to
produce ,t. And so the influence and authority of a
nation, ,ts power to defend its rightful interests, de-
pend uitunately on that fighting strength in war. which
It nevertheless may never be called upon to use See
what is happening in Europe to-day. International
boundaries are bemg altered. Solemn treaties are being

shot will be. The strong will prevail and the weak
will go to the wall without any such necessity.

Is Canada, as she grows and her external relations
increase, gomg to allow herself. I will not say to be in-
vaded, but just to be hustled and pushed off the pave-
ment, whenever it suits any stronger power ?
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Or ii she going to rely for protection on »ome
friendly neighbor such as the United States? I do not
think that either course would be consonant with the
dignity or self-respect of Canadians. But are they, then,
to be compelled to compete in armaments with the great
world powers, to turn aside from the development of
this great country, which demands all the energies and
resources of a far larger population than it has. in order
to build up great armies and navies? Not at all. There
is another alternative, easier, much easier, ,nuch more
natural and much more effective. I have said that Can-
ada is not unique in being a great country. But she is
unique in being one of a group of cc -ies, which has
a strong foothold in every comer oi ^ ^orld. Th .t

group only needs to hold together and to be properly
organized, in order to command, with a comparatively
small cost to its individual members, all the credit and
all the respect, and, therefore, all the power and all the
security, .hich credit and respect alone can give a nation
among the nations of tiie world. No doubt Canada if
she :s to take her place in such a union, will have to de-
velop, as I believe she will desire to develop, her own
fighting strength. But not to a greater extent than would
be necessary in any case for the adequate development of
Canadian self-respect, or beneficial to the manhood of her
people, and certainly nothing like to the same extent as
would be absolutely inevitable if she desired to stand -, .one
Without any loss of individuality, without any exces-
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s.»e strain upon her resources, it is within her po«,er ,0
enjoy all the glo^r and all the benefits of that great
posmon, not only on this continent, but throughout the
world in which every self-governing community under

Cain ,. r™ " "'"''">' '"«"«" «° Participate.Canada would be greater, far greater, as a m^ber, per-haps m „„e the leading member of that group of powlr-
ful though pacific nations, than she ever could be in
isolation.

standi.' Tr'"
""'""'°"' '° °'""' ''"^ ""-»•'-

standmg If I contemplate a future in which Canadam
. co„,r,bute more than she does tcday to the mainten-

ance of Imperil power, do not suppose that I „„der-

<

Jfmate what Canadians have already done, or whatthey are even now doing for the common cause Iought to be the last .0 forget, and I never shall forgewhat ^nadians did a. a supreme crisis in the hi^;^;
of the Empire m South Africa; and I fully realize th«
he mere development of a great country like this within

tt^ Emp.re must of itself tend constantly to enhance the

TheZ tH T'"'
'''""^ °' *' ^"P- - > whole.The last th,ng that would occur to me would be to lecture

Canadians on their duty. I. is in „„ such spirit that Ihave ventured ,0 point out, that the greatness of theEmpire to wh.ch Aey belong is a maner of deep concern
to Canad«ns as Canadians, whether they be of British

necessary connection, between Canadian and Imperial

i

•
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patriotism. Let that once be recognized, and I have no
doubt whatever that the people of Canada will draw for
tiiemselves the inferences which their interest and their
dignity alike dictate. They will claim, and rightly claim
to have a greater voice in controlling the policy of the
whole Empire. In my opinion that will be an umnitigated
advantage all round. I could quote instances, but it would
take me too long. i„ which, as I think, Imperial policy
would never have gone astray, if the opinion of the
younger nations could have been brought to bear upon
It. It IS high time that those who guide the destiny of
the Empire should learn to look at international prob-^ms not only from the point of view of the United
Kingdom and its immediate dependencies, but from that
of the Empire at large. The younger nations will wish
to make their voices heard, and the sooner they do it the
better. And in proportion as they claim an influence on
Imperial policy they will recognize of themselves the
necessity of increasing Imperial strength.

I thank you for the kindness and patience with
which you have listened to me. I hope I have not tres-
passed too much upon your time. The questions I have
discussed are questions about which there must be great
diflferences of opinion here, as in any other portion of the
Empire. I have stated my own position, and have stated
it frankly, and I now leave these two matters with you
for your own consideration: first, the necessity of
national strength not only for purposes of war. but for
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purposes of peace and peaceful development; and,

second, the evidence which your own history affords,

that there is no incompatibility between local and national

patriotism, as there is, in my opinion, no incompatibility

between Canadian national patriotism and the wider
patriotism of the Empire.



II.

THE CANADIAN CLUB, WINNIPEG,
OCTOBER 15TH.

Speaking last week to the Canadian Club of Van-
couver, I dw.^lt at some length upon what I conceive to be
the advantages which Canada and other members 6f the
British Imperial family, such as Australia, New Zealand,
or, for that matter, the United Kingdom itself, derive
to-day, and may derive in still larger measure in the
future, from facing the world as a single great power.
If anyone is sufficientiy interested in the matter, and
cares to see what I said then, there is a full report of my
remarks, not indeed a faultless one, but a wonderfully
good one, in the Vancouver Daily News-Advertise, of
October loth. I do not wish to repeat myself, and I
shall deal with quite a different aspect of the life of the
Empire to-day. But there are just one or two things
which I must repeat, though I shall do so as briefly as I
can, in order to explain to you from what point of view
I approach the subject.

The word British, as applied to the Empire, does not
mean English, nor yet English, Scotch and Irish all

together. The Empire is not something belonging to the
United Kingdom any more than to Canada, or to Aus-
tralia, or to any other single portion of it. All the sub-
jects of the King ought to be equal sharers in it, and so to
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regard themselves. For my own part, I firmly refuse,
and shall always refuse, to regard any quarter of the
Empire as otherwise than a part of my country, or its

inhabitants otherwise than as my fellow-citizens, my
fellow-countrymen, and that not because I happen to be
an Englishman. If I were a Canadian, I should feel, and
be entitled to feel, precisely the same. No doubt since
the Empire has tumbled up in a very casual manner, and
its organization is still very imperfect, this view is to-day
somewhat a "counsel of perfection." The people of the
United Kingdom do iik fact at the present time control
the foreign policy of the Empire, and provide for its

defence, in a very different measure from the inhabitants
of other parts of it. But that is a state of affairs which
I hope to see gradually altered, as it has been to some
extent altered already. A good deal has been said
recently about the self-governing states of the Empire
other than the United Kingdom, taking a greater
share in Imperial defence. I think that is right,
and I believe that they recognize it. But from'
my point of view it is no less essential that they should
take their part in moulding Imperial policy. For
instance, and by way of illustration only, they all con-
tributed to our success in the South African war. It v-as
right that they should do so, for the great issue at stake
there was not of local but of general interest. But though
they took part in the war, their particination in South
African affairs ended with its cor ^sion. It was
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regirded u 4 matter of course that the United Kingdom
alone should deal with the situation in South Africa as the
war left it. In my opinion, the policy to be adopted after
the war should have been. like the war itself, the business
of the whole Empire, and not of the United Kingdom
only- If Canada, Australia, New Zealand had had a
vo.ce in it, if the organization of the Empire had been
sufficiently advanced to make that course practicable, I
J..nk we should see a more satisfactoty state of affairs in
South Africa than we do to-day.

That, then, is my position, the position of an ImperUl
Unionist, using that word in its broadest and in no party

affairs the subject of common managemcM in peace asmuch as m war. If wars were altogether to ceas^ as w
all hope and believe that they will grow less and less fr"!

"n-JtldC:™
"-*~ "-" '- '"P-nce

Vancou"ver°*T
°""' ""' """^ """"" '° *» ' «'" «'

Vancouver In answer to those who hold that the growthof a Canad^n spirit, of Canadian patriotism, in w^ch Irejoice, is mcompatible with the Imperial idea, I fied

tutr "7/'°'-'^ '"* "-""^ of this country

fte sit " " •°-*'^' "" " "'y "" -*inU» elf-goycming sutes, than existed in Canada before
Confederation, and indeed still exist. You had phy^^
^.stance and inaccessibility. Nova Scotia is farther̂ i:!
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British Columbia than from Great Britain, and the then
unbridged prairies and Rocky Mountains were out and
away a greater obstacle to intercourse than the Atlantic

Ocean. You had likewise differences of race. But in spite

of all these, United Canada is a great accomplished fact

to-day. And it has become so without loss of individu-

ality in the several and very diverse states which compose
it, and without violence being done to their distinctive

character and traditions. The principles which have been
so satisfactory in the making of Canada are applicable
in a wider field.

And Canada is not the only example. The histffpf

of our race and of other kindred races for hundreds of
years shows many instances in which, never, indeed, with-
out doubt, opposition, and criticism at the outset, but with
complete success in the end, independent communities,
intensely jealous of their independence, have nevertheless
solved the problem of effective and enduring union for

common purposes without injury to their individual char-

acters and patriotism. There is nothing at all new in the
idea. What is novel is the largeness of the scale on
which it is sought to realize it. But then the novel con-
ditions of human life, the great and progressive improve-
ment in the means of travel and communication, the
triumphs of science over distance—what has been called

the "shrinkage of the worid"—are favorable to political

architecture on a large scale. Imperialists are only men
who realise the facts of the world they live in, who have



IMPERIAL UNITYST '^"7 "^ '°"«0««.«, of the change.. u>which I have referr«l. rather »„„er .han other ^,eA«d now. genUe^en, I have done with n,y re^'
tafon. I ,^ go,„g ,0 break new ground. Enough ha,b«n sa.d. for ti,e moment, about the value of jL^um^f^pur^se, of .Kterna, protection. Le. uT^^
at .t to-day .n ,ts bearing on internal development. Wetaper^hsts are frequently represented as peopit 2,tok oniy of national power, of armies and na^Jmcutfng a b,g figure in the world; in fact, in one word, of
the mater«I and external aspect of na:ional life. Most

iphatically do I enter my protest against any such mis-
concepfon. ffive me that political organism, be it small
or large, wh,ch affords to its members the best oppor-tum^s of self-developmen, of a healthy and many-^ed
human existence. I believe that the close assodaiion ofthe several peoples under the British Crown, their leading
a conunon national life, tends to promote these thmg!and that there would be a distinct and immense loss, ithe he were broken, alike to the various communities aswholes and to all the individuals who compose them.

Take first the individual. We live in a migratory
age, and manbnd, as far as one can foresee, is lifely 7ob«ome more rather than less migratory. Men find the0W« countnes too crowded, and go forth to seek freshopportunmes and more elbow room in the new, or thjgo for purposes of business and study, or from mer^•nclmafon. from the new to the old. Again thereTa
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growing intercourse, this for business reasons mainly,
between the tropic and the temperate zones, and generally
between countries of diverse climate and products. The
economic interdependence of the different parts of the
world is constantly increasing this tendency.

Now, in this constant movement, so characteristic of
our age, the citizens of a worldwide sUte have a great
advantage. The British Empire, comprising, as it does,
so large an area in both hemispheres, and in every conti-
nent on the globe, containing every variety of climate and
product, and almost every form of human activity and
enterprise, offers t9 every born subject of the King, of
European race, a varied choice of domicile within its own
borders, and opportunities of migration without expatria-
tion, which no other state in the world affords. The
United States probably come nearest to it in this respect,
but the United States are not its equal in the number and
variety of the opportunities which they offer to their
citizens iin the confines of their own country.

It is no exaggeration to say that, without exception,
British citizenship is the most valuable citizenship in the
whole worid. Regarded as a free pass, it has the widest
currency. The man of white race who is born a British
subject can find a home in every portion of the world
where he can live under his own flag, enjoying the same
absolute freedom, and the same protection for person or
property as he has always enjoyed; using his own
language, and possessing from the first moment that he
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•eu foot there the fuU rights of cituendiip. And th.t
without Mcrificing anything, without foreswearing his
.n.g«nc to the land of hi, birth, as he must do in order
tt otom citizen rights in any foreign country.

It ., needless to dwell on the vast advantage which it
is to U,e people of the United Kingdom to be able to™k. home, for themselves in so many parts of the new
world, without ceasing to be Britons. There is nothing
wtach more excites the envy and admiration of foreign
nation,. But is there no corresponding advantage to the
younger nations of the British family in the fact thatthq, have a home, and a footing, and a place a, of r>htm the old world, which no other deni„ns of the newworld POSS.M? Take the people of ,h. gr«.t republ

ZIZ . /!.•
^"^ '""' •" ^""^ " "»i«- by

.TstaT A / ,

"""'*""' ""* """y "' *". come

IZ ^"T ^ ""^ °' «'"'°"^'"P - ''^on/andgrowmg, and we are aU very glad of it But much as he
"^ f«l a, home in Great Britain, much as w. may do ton»ke bun feel so. the citizen of a,. United Sutes cannever be at home ther. in »i,.

C.^,A- .
"" "*"" «"*« '"> which aCanadian or Australian can. The gr«.. historic sites towhich he makes his pilgrimage, the monuments of ar,and am,,„,^, ,h, accumulated treasures of cenhiries of

civilized existence, great as may be the attraction they
pos«ss for him. are yet not his, as they are yours and
""ne. And. of course, he cannot take his part in the
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public life of the country without abandoning his own

nationality. The Canadian can do so at any time and for

just as long as he likes without any such sacrifice.

These privileges of British citizenship are without

parallel in history. I cannot dwell at greater length upon

all that is involved in them, either in the way of material

benefit, or in their effect on character, though I feel

strongly that the multiplied sympathies and the wider

outlook which the citizenship of a world-state gives, have

an educating influence of the highest value. And, here, if

I may, without appearing to be egotistical, refer to my
own case, I should just say that I am conscious how

greatly my own life has been enriched by my experiences

in Egypt and South Africa, arduous and even painful as

they sometimes have been. I am not now thinking of

the political or business aspect of these experiences, but

simply of the education, which it was to me, to be brought

into close touch with the life of these two countries, so

extraordinarily dissimilar and yet both so interesting.

That was an experience which I could never have had

in the same degree as a mere foreign visitor. And I feel

the same about my present sojourn in Canada. It is much

too short, but I am getting more out of it, in the way of

my own improvement, than I should out of a stay of

equally brief duration in any foreign country.

Now turn from the individual to look at the c<Mn-

munity. Despite a general similarity of spirit and aim

which distinguishes the self-governing states of the Em-
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pire throughout the world from other nations, there is

no doubt great diversity between them. They are devel-

oping distinct but closely related types of civilization and

character, and, that being so, they have much to learn

from one another, which can best be learned and perhaps

can only be learned if they draw closer together instead

of drifting into separation and that ineviuble consequence

of separation, potential antagonism. This is a big sub-

ject, much more than I can elaborate at the end of a long

address. But I may just indicate what is running in my
mind. My personal experience of the younger communi-

ties of the Empire is limited. But as far as it goes, it

confirms what has often been asserted by careful observ-

ers. In the freer and less conventional life of these com-
munis -s men are more readily judged by their essential

wortl than they are in the Old Country. Social distinc-

tions are of less account. "A man's a man for a' that."

In this respect the younger states are in the best sense of

the word more democratic. Again, the supreme impor-

tance of education is more generally recognized. It is

impressive to see the new provinces of the Canadian

West, which have only existed as political entities for a

few years, already equipped with such stately school

buildings, already starting Universities and resolved to

start them on no mean scale. Again, it is a commonplace

that new departures in social organization are more read-

ily attempted here or in Australia or New Zealand than

in the United Kingdom. There is not the same excessive
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ciution about making experimentt, or the same difficulty

in breaking loose from the domination of time-honored
theories and routine. For one who, like myself, is some-
thing of a radical, at any rate in the field of economics
and social reform, there is much encouragement in all

this, as well as much instruction.

But if there is much that the Old Country can learn
from Canada, is there not also much that she can give
to Canada in return? I speak from a brief experience,
and I may be quite wrong, but you will wish me to say
frankly what strikes me. The younger states of the
Empire have taken all their fundamcnul institutions from
the Old Country I am not sure that they have yet repro-
duced all that is best in her public life. Without ignoring
the excesses of party spirit in the United Kingdom, which
I am the last to defend, I think that as a rule the tone H
public controversy there is comparatively high. The
number of men who engage in public affairs, contrary to
their own interests and even inclination, from a sheer
sense of duty, is considerable. The civil service, impar-
tially recruited, entirely free from party bias, absolutely
independent and yet self-effacing, is probably the best in
the world.

Now turn from the political to the intellectual life of
the country. I think the general level of education and
intelligence is higher on this continent. But I also think
that on the topmost plane of literature and learning, of
course with individual exceptions, there is something in
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the maturity of thought and perfection of scholarship
which distinguish the Old Country and the Old World
generally, which seems entitled to peculiar respect. But
I will say no more on these points. On the whole, it

would be better for Canadians to look out for what is

best and most worthy of imitation in the Old Country,
and for me to spend my time in Canada in looking out
for what is best and most worthy of imiution here. That
would appear to be the right division of labor in the
present case.

And now, before sitting down, I want to answer two
criticisms, not external but internal criticisms. I mean
doubts which have arisen in my mind as to the appropri-
ateness of what I have been saying to-day. The first is

this: for the past fortnight, during which I have trav-
elled thousands of miles and conversed earnestly with
scores of able people, I have been ceaselessly in contact
With, hearing all day and dreaming all night, and imbib-
tng, so to speak, through the pores of the skin, the story
of that immense development, present and future, of
Western Canada, which necessarily preoccupies the minds
of all its inhabitants to-day. The only thing which every-
body cares for, so says my internal critic, is the one thing
I have said nothing at all about. But not because I am
not impressed with it, or fail to realize its importance
alike to this country and to the future of the Empire. If
the plains, which I have just been traversing, are going
to become the principal granary of the United Kingdom,
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and I don't see how they can fail to become that, this is

evidently a new factor of tremendous moment. But then
it would be carrying coals to Newcastle to dilate upon it

here. There is not a man in this room who does not
know much more about it than I do. If I am going to
dwell on the great future of the Canadian West and all

that it involves, let me do so, not in Winnipeg, but in

London.

But now that I have silenced one internal critic, up
jumps another and a more formidable one. "What," he
says to me, "have we not heard enough of all these fine

generalities about Empire and Imperial Union? Is it not
time to come to something more definite and practical?"
Now that objection appeals to me very much, for, absurd
as it may seem to say so at the end of this interminable
rigmarole. I am not a man of speech, but a man of action.
No amount of practice will ever make speaking anything
but pain and grief to me, and especially speaking in gen-
eralities. It is very much easier to discuss a particular
definite proposal. But then, in the first place, this is a
club for the formation of opinion and not for the discus-
sion of programmes. And I must reluctantly admit that
there is still a great deal to do, quite as much, or more, in
the Old Country as here, in creating a sound attitude of
mind on Imperial Unity. It is not that in a vague and
after-dinner-speech sort of way there is not great enthusi-
asm with regard to it. But of the people who share that

enthusiasm, very few take the trouble to think out wh t
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they themselves can do to turn it to practical account.
Men are waiting for a sign, for some great scheme of an
Imperial constitution, which ... it seems to me, can only
result from, and not pre. cJe, the pracMce of co-operation
in the numerous matter., iw which i might be practised
now without new institutions. Ar.H so opportunities are
missed every day, which would not be missed, if there
was a more general and vivid sense of what is incumbent
on those who sincerely aim at being citizens of Greater
Britain.

I have tried in my imperfect way to live up to that
ideal all my life, and have found it a constant source of
strength and inspiration. I do not think I have been a
worse Englishman because I have never been a Little
Englander, but have sought to realize, beyond my duty
to England, the duties and obligations of a wider patriot-
ism. May I put it to you, quite bluntly, it is only if a
similar spirit prevails in all parts of the Empire, that the
great heritage of our common citizenship and our world-
wide dominion can either be preserved, or so developed
as to yield all the benefits which it is capable of yielding
to every one of its inheritors. It is no use a few of us,
even a large number of us, working away for the common'
cause on the other side of the Atlantic, unless others are
working for it over here, working for it as Canadians
keeping it in their minds from day to day, watching for
every opportunity which may further it, on their
guard against every step which may imperil it. It is only
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by a long pull and a strong pull and a pull altogether, that
we can place our great common heritage, the British

Empire, above the danger of external attack or internal

disruption.
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III.

THE CANADIAN CLUB, TORONTO,
OCTOBER 27TH.

It is perhaps rather unfortunate that the subject ofmy address to-night should be a political subject. Even
the most ardent lovers of political discussion must. I
fancy be feeling some satiety on the day after the close
of a hotly contested general election. But if my subject
«s pohtical, it is at any rate not party-political. It has
nothmg to do with any of the questions which at present
form the staple of party controversy in this country My
views may excite, indeed they are bound to excite, differ-
ences of opinion, but they will not follow the ordinary
lines of party cleavage.

Only one more preliminary ren«rk. I have not come
to Canada as a lecturer or a propagandist. Tlie object ofmy journey is simply ,0 make myself better acquaintedwth Canada, w.th the conditions of iu life and the
opimons of its people. And from that point of view my
v.s.t has been an unmitigated success. It is difficult forme to teU you how much instruction I have derived from
t Whether it would not have been better to allow me
thus to improve my mind, without at the same time com-
peltag me to exhibit its emptiness by making spe«:hes, is"Other question. Whatever may be the advaitages, and

s
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the charms, of the role of a silent observer, it is one which

the vigilance and the enterprise of the Canadian Clubs

have rendered impossible in my case. They are scattered

all over the land, and, like the robber barons, whose castles

lined the great mediaeval trade-routes, they insist on

taking their toll of the passing traveller. True, I have

succeeded in evading several of them. But where evasion

is clearly hopeless, I do my best to pay up cheerfully, and

to look as if I liked it. But I beg you to observe that this

payment is not in the nature of a voluntary contribution.

I am not volunteering my opinions. I am told to "stand

and deliver" them. That being the case, I am bound to

deliver them frankly. No other course would be compat-

ible with self-respect or respect for you. But if, being

pronounced opinions, they knock up against the pet

prejudices of some, or disturb the contented inertia of

others, I shall decline to be responsible for the "moral

and intellectual damages" so occasioned.

And now, not to detain you too long, may I take one

or two things for granted ? In the first place, it may seem
very conceited of me, but I will take it for granted that

my audience to-night are acquainted, in a general way,
with the spirit in which I approach the question of the

relations of Canada with the Mother Country, and with

the other parts of the British Empire. And I will take it

for granted further—this is perhaps a bolder assumption,

but I am prepared to make it—that, broadly speaking,

this spirit is in harmony with the spirit and temper of the
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great majority of those in Canada who think much or
earnestly about this question. I may be quite wrong, but
that is my present impression. I think there is a wide-
spread, a preponderant, I do not say a universal, desire
among the people of this country, not only to maintain
the union which at present happily exists between Canada
and the other self-governing states under the British
Crown, but to see that union grow closer, to foster more
intimate commercial and social intercourse, a better
mutual understanding, and greater mutual helpfuhiess
Underlying that desire is the conception, not clearly
grasped perhaps, but constantly becoming stronger and
more definite, the conception of the Empire as an organic
whole, consisting, no doubt, of nations completely in-
dependent in their local axfairs, and possessing distinct
individualities, but having certain great objects and ideals
m common, and capable, by virtue of these, of develop-
ing a common policy and a common life.

Well, now that being a general desire, the question
arises how to realize it. And here opinions diverge widely.
My own view is that, if people already friendly and
related, wish to become more friendly and more closely
related, to develop greater intimacy and interdependence,
the only way for them to achieve this is to do things
together; great thmgs, if possible, in any case things that
are of some moment, and are worth doing. To do this,
that, and the other important piece of business together'
not to stand talking of your mutual affection and sym-
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pathy—that is the method, as it seems to me. And there

are many opportunities for co-operation between the

members of the Imperial family, some that have been
taken, many more that have been and are being missed.

It is quite a mistake to suppose that nothing can be done.

An enormous amount can be done even with our present
instruments. And if the instruments are imperfect, it is

in using them that we shall invent better ones. Some
people think that no progress can be made without the

creation, as a first step, of some Imperial Parliament or
Council representative of all parts of the Empire. I do
not agree with them. But do not misunderstand me. I

am and always have been a Federalist. Personally, I am
unable to conceive the effective permanent all-round

co-operation of the self-governing states of the Empire
without a common organ, an executive belonging to all

of them, in the constitution of which they will all have a
siiare, which will be responsible for the defence of their

common interests, and armed with power to defend them
effectually. And for my own part I do not think the

difficulties besetting the creation of such a body are any-
thing like as great as they appear to many people.

But, in my view, this is the natural end of a particular

process of constitutional development. It is not the

beginning of it. It may come more or less quickly. Or
the true solution may be found in some other form of
organization, which, on the basis of our present knowl-
edge and experience, I personally am unable to conceive.

I i

1 I
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What is certain is that we can only arrive at an ideal
system of co-operation by actually beginning to co-oper-
ate in the problems immediately before us.

Do not let us allow differences of opinion as to the
future constitution of the Empire—I do not deprecate
the discussion of sue!, matters; in fact, I welcome it, only
I don't want it entirely to absorb us—I say, do not let

such differences prevent our working together to-day,
wherever we can work together, for purposes which we
all, or the great majority of us, consider desirable. To
sum up. While we keep the ideal in view, let us pay
immediate attention to the one practical thing after
another that arises and that can be dealt with here and
now.

Now, there is one respect in which I think most
people are agreed that a great deal can be done to draw
together t^e different parts of the Empire, and that is the
development of trade relations between them. But this
is a subject on which, great as its importance is, I will not
dwell to-night. I shall have other opportur^.ties of dis-
cussing it. Another great branch of the subject is

co-operation for defence. In approaching that I wish to
remove one common source of misunderstanding. The
way in which the case is sometimes put is an appeal, or
something like an appeal, on the part of the United
Kingdom, to Canada, or Australia, or New Zealand, to
lighten the vast burden resting on the Mother Country.
Personally, I am not in accord with that manner of
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approaching the question, for many reasons. I think

there is something in the argument, that the United King-
dom, certainly as long as it retained Indian and other

dependencies, would require at least as large an army and
navy as it has o-day, even if the self-governing states

were wholly separate, and the United Kingdom was under
no obligation to protect them. Moreover, I think that

even under present conditions, their membership of the

Empire adds more to its collective strength, than liabili-

ty for their protection adds to its responsibilities. But
no doubt the general position would be much stronger

if all the self-governing states were to adopt the course,

which Australia seems disposed to adopt, of creating a
national militia, and laying the foundations of a fleet.

And I for one should welcome such a policy, wherever
adopted, not as affording relief to the United Kingdom,
but as adding to the strength and dignity of the Empire
as a whole, to its influence in peace as well as to its

security in case of war.

It is not a question of shifting burdens, but of devel-

oping fresh centres of strength. For this reason I have
never been a great advocate of contributions from the

self-governing states to the army and navy of the United
Kingdom, though as evidences of a sense of the solidarity

of the Empire such contributions are welcome, and valu-

able, pending the substitution of something better. But
I am sure that the form which Imperial co-operation in

this field will ultimately take, and ought to take, the form

II
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at once most consistent with the dignity of the individual

states and most conducive to their collective strength and
organic union, is the development of their several defens-

ive resources, in material and in manhood. I know that

it may be argued—it has been argued—that individual

strength would make *or separation. But I have no sym-
pathy whatever with that point of view. On the con-

trary, I believe that in proportion as the self-governing

Dominions grow in power they will feel a stronger desire

to share in the responsibilities and the glory of Empire.

But quite apart from any danger to the Imperial spirit

in the several states, which I do not fear, there are no
doubt many difficulties about the creation of separate

defensive forces, and there is a danger of their develop-

ing on lines so dissimilar as to hamper conjoint action

should it become necessary. This is especially true in the

case of the navy. The professional and technical, not to

say the strategic, arguments for a single big navy of the

Empire are enormously strong, so strong that they might
conceivably overcome, as they have to some extent over-

come in the past, the political objection. But without

wishing to be dogmatic on a subject which requires a

great deal more careful study on all hands than it has

yet received, I must say that, speaking as an Imperialist,

I feel the political objection very strongly.

If the self-governing states were going, under our
present constitutional arrangements, merely to contribute

to a central navy, whether in money or, better still, in
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men and ships, I do not think they would Uke that inter-

est and pride in the matter which it is essential they should
take. They would continue, as now, absorbed in their

local aflfairs, and, even if they felt their obligation to the

Empire as a whole, they would rest content to have dis-

charged it by such a contribution. The contribution,

under these circumstances, would probably not be large,

but that is not really the weakest point in such a system.

Its fatal weakness is that the participation of the self-

governing states in Imperial affairs would begin and end
with the contribution. The responsibility for the whole
direction of Imperial affairs, for policy, would still rest

with the United KiiU:,<lom alone. That might save
trouble for the momeni, but it would be a very poor sub-
stitute for a real Imperial partnership. I know the latter

cannot be achieved all at once, but I want to proceed on
lines which lead towards it, and which do not lead away
from it. The true line of progress is for the younger
nations to be brought face to face themselves, however
gradually and however piecemeal, with the problem of
the defence of the Empire, to undertake a bit of it, so to
speak, for themselves, always provided that whatever
they do, be it much or little, is done for the Empire as a
whole, not for themselves only, and is part of a general
system.

I may illustrat'^ my idea by the analogy of a firm in

which different partners, with shares perhaps of very
different amounts, take charge in different centres, but
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ilways of he interests of the firm, not merely of their in-

dividual interests. I can see in my mind an arrangement,
in the first instance, possibly, a number of separate and
special arrangements, by which the self-governing states
would supplement, with their own forces, acting under
their own control, but on a mutually agreed plan, the
eflForts already immense, but not even thus quite
adequate, which the United Kingdom makes to
cause the influence of the Empire to be felt in every por-
tion of the world. You know what the presence of a
British ship of war means in any waters. For once that
they have to fire a shot, our sailors render a hundred
invaluable and little-recognized services to the Empire,
and to civilization, in time of peace. But they cannot be

.
in all places where their presence is desirable. Without
firing a shot a gunboat in the Southern Pacific may pre-
vent the recrudescence of slavery, or in the North Pacific
act as a salutary warning to poachers. Imperial interests
would be as well served, in either case, by an Australian
or a Canadian as by an English gunboat.

I hope I have said enough—time will not allow me to
say more—about the spirit in which, the object with which,
I desire to see the self-governing states develop for them-
selves that fighting strength which has once already, at a
moment of great emergency, contributed so greatly to the
safety of the Empire. Let me say one word as to method.
It is of the highest importance, not only for strategical

reasons, but as a contribution to Imperial unit>', that these
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forces, without being forced into one rigid mould, should
yet be trained, armed, officered on similar lines, so that,

in the details of military and naval organization as in

policy, these separate efforts may dovetoil into one
another. From this point of view I think Mr. Haldane's
idea of a general staff of the Empire is an idea of great
value. The soldiers and sailors of different parts of the
Empire will be under the control of their several govern-
ments, and those governments must arrange for the
manner and degree of their co-operation. But they will

all be the servants of the one Empire and of its common
sovereign, and they cannot know too much of one another.

We need not wait, indeed we ought not to wait, for a
war to make them better acquainted. The same object
can be attained by a systematic in erchange of services in
time of peace. It would be of immense value for any
British officer to serve for a time in a Canadian or Aus-
tralian force. It would be of no less advantage to the
Canadian or Australian to put in a period of service in

another part of the Empire than his own. At a further
stage of the development, the principle of interchange
might be extended, from individuals to whole regiments
and to ships.

And this idea of interchange o. service can be and
ought to be applied in many other directions than that of
Imperial defence. It is not only the military and naval
service of the Empire which would benefit by it, but the
civil service as well. The civil service of the self-govern-
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ing sutet has been largely fashioned, as their political

institutions have aknost wholly been, on the model of the
Mother Country. No doubt that is less true of Canada
than of some of the sister states. But in Canada also
there is a tendency, and a very wholesome tendency, to
adopt at least the main features of the system, which a
long and dearly bought experience has led us to adopt
in the United Kingdom. But if we are all going forward
on the same lines, why do so in water-tight compart-
ments? Why not have a common standard, at any rate
in the higher grades of the civil service? The men who
possessed that qualification would then be available for
administrative work in any part of the Empire, and the
government of any one state would have the best ability
and experience of the other countries to draw upon as
well as that of their own.

I do not see why administrative ability should not flow
freely between one part of the Empire and another, as
professional ability already docs. We have a Canadian
professor at Oxford and several Canadian lecturers.
That is an excellent beginning in one direction. But I
think it would be of at least equal importance to have
Canadian attaches at several British embassies which I

could name, and Canadian administrators in some of oi r
Indian districts. Again, in any tariff-making commission
that might be appointed in the United Kingdom the
experience of men from any of the British countries,
which already have widespread tariffs, would be invalu-
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able. And on the other hand, there arc probably men in

some of the departments of the civil service at home who
would be useful for your purposes here in Canada. Pe^-
manent transfers might be the exception rather than the
rule, but temporary transfers could with great mutual
advantage become quite common. They would be of the
greatest benefit to the individuals concerned, and would
tend to keep up a high standard all round, and to militate

against routine and stagnation.

Now these are only a few instances. I could go on
for hours giving other illustrations of what I mean by
doing things together. They are all in harmony with that
which is the root idea' of Imperialists, namely, to develop
the common life of the Empire. The basis is, of course,
our existing common citizenship, the fact of our all being,

to use a technical term, British subjects. Yet we are still

far, very far, from doing all that we could do to reap the
benefits which our common citizenship oflFers, or even to
show a proper respect for it. Citizenship of the Empire
is an immense privilege. Yet how careless and haphazard
is the manner in which it is at present conferred I There
is no uniform system of naturalization in the different

states. Each deals with the matter without regard to the
others, and what is the result ? Every man naturalized in
the United Kingdom, where the period of residence
required is long, is a British subject in every part of the
Empire. But a man naturalized in Canada, Australia,
South Africa or New Zealand, where the periods are
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shorter but different one from another, is only a British
subject in the particular country in which he is natural-
ised. This is the beginning of chaos. There ought to be
the same conditions precedent of naturalization in every
part of the Empire, and they ought not to be too easy.
But once admitted to the privileges of British citizenship!
a man should enjoy them to the full in every country
under the common flag.

But the point I am mainly insisting on is the
opportunities of individual development and mutual help-
fulness which our common citizenship affords. Are we
doing all we can to increase these opportunities? I
believe we are doing more than formerly, but stiU not
enough. We are only beginning to realize, and that not
fully, the importance of directing the stream of immigra-
tion, and of capital, from one part of the Empire to
another rather than to foreign countries. And yet every
tie, commercial, social, educational or political, which
causes men to pass and repass from one part of the Em-
pire to another, is of real importance in welding us
together and making us realize the meaning and value of
the common citizenship. " Multi pertransibunt et auge-
bitur scientia." Yes, and not only wUl knowledge be
mcreased, but patriotism-the wider patriotism of the
whole Empire.

And again, people cannot all travel, but they can all
read. How little do people in any part of the Empire
read of the doings of their fellow-citizens in other parts?
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Yet they have time to read abundance of trash of all

sorts. I believe there are many who would gladly read
better stuff if they had the opportunity. Is it too much
to hope that now that we have cheaper rates for mailed
matter, especially if we can also get cheaper telegraphic

rates, there may be a vast improvement in this respect?

Assuredly there is the greatest need for it. It rests

largely with the enterprise of the press, and I hope they
will rise to the height of their great opportunity.

And now I have done. If I have only touched, hur-
riedly, imperfectly, incoherently, on a few aspects of a
vast subject, of which my own mind is full, I hope I have
at least appeared to you to be grappling with a real prob-
lem, and not engaged in phrasemaking. People often say
to me, "We wish you would give us a short address-
just twenty minutes or half an hour—about the Empire.
It must be quite easy for you." As a matter of fact, there
is nothing that I find more difficult. I am so intensely

conscious of all that the Empire stands for in the world,
of all that it means in the great march of human progress,
I am so anxious to give fuU and yet unexaggerated
expression to my sense of the high privilege of British

citizenship. But there is nothing so odious as cant, and
this is a subject on which it is particularly easy to seem
to be canting. Not that I am afraid of falling into a
strain of boastfuhiess. The last thing which the thought
of the Empire inspires in me is a desire to boast—to
wave a flag, or to shout "Rule Britannia." When I think
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of it I am much more mdined to go into a comer by
myself and pray. But, even thus, the road is fuU of pit-
faUs. One misplaced word, the wrong turn of a phrase
may make the sincere expression of lifelong conviction
sound lUce mere empty verbiage and rodomontade.

«WT'
..r ''""''' '"'* ^ ^^ ^^°^ °^ positive

mischief which may be done by a few careless expres-
sions. But there are some among my audience who, hav-
mg given years of service to the cause of the Empire
must often have felt the same difficulty. I can leave it'
to them, hvmg as they do here amongst you, to iiuerpret
and supplement my imperfect utterance. And I know I
shall have aU their sympathy when I say that, if it is
sometimes wearisome ai d distasteful to have to talk about
the Empire, there is nothing so bracing, so inspiriting, as
to try to live for it
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THE CANADIAN CLUB, OTTAWA,
OCTOBER 31ST, 1908.

This is not the first time since coming to Canada
that I have had to appeal to the indulgence of my audi-
cnce, on the ground that long journeys and a vigorous
course of sight-seeing are not at all compatible wfth the
adequate preparation of addresses worthy of such gath-
ermgs as that which I see before me to-night. In the
present instance I have indeed had no time for prepara-
tion, but the subject is one with which I h.- had so
intimate and so recent an acquaintance that I may
perhaps be able to say something sensible and interest-
•ng about it, though without any attempt at elabora-
Uon. The subject about which I propose to speak to you.
therefore, is South Africa. But do not be ak ed at
the prospect. South Africa has been, and to some extent
still ,s. a topic which excites bitter political controversy
Let me say at the outset that I shall not refer to any
questK>n of a political or controversial nature. Putting
politics entirely aside, the problems of South Africa are
extremely interesting, and. in some respects, very similar
to yours here in Canada. There are also, no doubtmany and great differences, to some of which I shall
pres«,tly allude. But I think that a comparison of the
conditions of the various younger countries of the Em-
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pire is always full of interest and of instruction. And if

I read aright the spirit which animates the Canadian
Clubs, I think that information about other parts of the

Empire is always welcomed by them, and that it all helps

to that education in the wider citizenship which it is one
of their chief objects to promote.

To begin with. One of the points of similarity which
strikes one at once between Canada and South Africa is

the problem of distance. The vastness of both countries,

the great stretches of hardly-inhabited territory, which
separate the principal centres of settlement, are among
the main difficulties Which have stood in the way of unifi-

cation both here and there. Hence it comes that the

question of communication, of transportation, looms so

large in the history of the development of either country.

South African prosperity, the connection between diflFer-

ent parts of South Africa, which will very shortly result

in a confederation such as yours, would have been abso-
lutely impossible without the enterprise of the people who
first pushed forward the great lines of transcontinental

communication. The first line of rails which connected
the end of Lake Superior with the Pacific Ocean is m
its importance to the history of this country paralleled

ahnost exactly by the importance to the history of South
Africa of the great enterprise which pushed a little local

line of 56 miles—as it was thirty or forty years ago—first

some 700 miles to Kimberley, then, in another direction,

some thousand or more miles to Johannesburg, and
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finely beyond Ktaberfcy «»„ething lik. „»„««, hun-
*«1 mjle. to U« Z«riK,i, „<1 which h« since p^ihei i,
500 mde. beyond fte 2™be,i i„«, «,e ve.y h,« ofAfnc. I, « mipossible to overe»tin»te the pm which
. v«orou, poliq, of r«Iw.y construction has phyed „d
Jl7.

"South Afric, not only in res^'of^'
matem development of the country, but in n»ldng itsP^ucal unmction possible. Inde«., the !,„„ rJ^.which „ mdispensable to the effective settlement of every

n SoT;r'T""• "" " °' ""^ ^"" '"PO'^^

«st^rn portion, „ fortimate in the possession of gre«W«s and a great navigable river. It is ahnost ev^^^whe.e nch m waterways. Soutii Africa, on the oihlr^d, is peculiarly deficient in inland waie^ tlthe „Uway or nothing-notiitag but the mule^art Jrthe ox-waggon. It is impossible to overestimate the

a^T *V.'''»''»™»«'». which is wrought inM the conditions of South African life by the
advej,. o the rail^ad. Those portions of the c^untiy
which hke the far northwest of Cape Colony, are stffl

^^ o the only effective mean, of communication
continue to present that character of arrested develop-
ment, tte sparsity of population, the backwardness, «,d
the .«,lation, which tiU recently kept ahnost the whole

tZT"^
so cut Off f^n the general progress of
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And now the question arises, and it is one to which

everybody interested in South Africa is looking for an

answer, what are the possibilities of development within

the country which has been so recently knitted up ? Many
people have asked me during my present journey, "How
does South Africa compare with Canada in respect of

opportunities, of the chances which it offers to settle-

ment and immigration?" This is, of course, a question

which it is impossible to answer, but there are several

aspects of it, on which it is easy to throw a certain

amount of light. Speaking generally, the resources of

the two countries at the present time present the greatest

imaginable contrast. Canada, though she is by no means

deficient in mineral wealth, is still pre-eminently an agri-

cultural country. Her main contribution to the markets

of the worlv and the main cause of her recent enormous

development—the main cause, though not the only one-
is her great and growing agricultural wealth, the extent

of which is a discovery of comparatively recent time.

In the case of South Africa, the position is exactly

reversed. The agricultural products of South Africa

are comparatively inconsiderable; her economic strength

lies in her enormous mineral wealth. Now, I do not

think the extent of that mineral wealth is yet by any

means fully realized. Figures appear in the newspapers

constantly, but it needs a pretty close attention to these

figures to grasp their full import. Taking gold alone,

and taking the gold mines of the Transvaal alone, I have.
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within toy own experience of South Africa fi^ ,u.'

length.
narrow reef fifty niiles in

no payable ex,en«on of .heZ. "
, ri"^' " '^'•

^^the Transvaa, or of SoTu.':::,:"!:;:;;;

««. can be exba:^r^rT"' '"°''""^-

manv Th- • °' attempt to say how

•mong expert,. Myown WW u\k f
"' °P"'™

oi^ cons.. xr„ Mi''r;rr:!iv;n— ^i-. the poo^ p^,„, „/j*«;f
«^^
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the range of profiuble exploitation, it may well be fifty

years before the Witwatersrand is worked out It may
•eem fantastic to contemplate an average production of
twenty or thirty millions of gold a year for half a cen-

tury, but personally I think it not only possible, but
probable.

These, however, are guesses about the future. To return
to the facts of the present. Next to the Witwatersrand,
with twenty to thirty million sterling of gold a year, you
have the diamond mines of Kimberley producing diamonds
to as large an amount as the world can afford to take. The
difficulty there is to keep down production in order to
prevent prices falling away. In the diamond mines of
the Transvaal you have an annual production of between
£4,000,000 and £5,000,000, to which there seems to be no
end for many years to come. And during the last few
years another diamond mine, the "Premier," has been
opened up near Pretoria in the Transvaal, which is prob-
ably of even greater extent (though the stones may not
be of quite the same quality) than the mines at Kimber-
ley. In addition to all this you have gold mining in

Rhodesia steadily increasing, and at present amounting
to between £2,000,000 and £3,000,000 a year. And it wiU
be strange indeed if this is the end of all things as far
as the mineral wealth of South Africa is concerned. In
any case you have this enormous wealth assured for the
next fifty or perhaps a hundred years. And as I say, it

would be a strange thing, indeed, and contrary to all
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ta««n protabOity, i£ other «»rc. of w«lth of . rimlU,
ktod «me not diKov.r«l long before the« „e exhautted

S™*"If
!""•"'•>" "-'"fined «h.t the true Hiq, ofSouth Africa development i, to ...ume that Ai. im-«»«we^th which i, ceruin, i. the end of .« ^i^*«.. th. „. „ the w.y of precious metal,. 1 hold Zt

« » w«. to a„ume that there i, „oti,ing more to com^«d to devote our«Ive. betime, to the dcvelopm*,. o^^^ '"^.*''"* *' "^"^ - «« *•>«

siun and substance of wisdom so far «i tl» e«»,^
*««« of South Africa is concerned. C^v^H

going. But It IS not enough that it should merelv keen^country going. By means of this min"^'w^
0*^ "source, „„st be built up on which the cZ^
*« pound. This will be more and more recogSiJ „the true policy of South African developmrt Th^qoeshon is, what other r.»urces are there?

„»J** T.
"'' *' ""* '^' *"« " "°*i"«, and theren«^can be anything, at all «,ual, from the^int ofW^of Hncultural wealth, to your Western praWe Y.^!!no doubt about that. There is nothing of t^ siL^^conto-ous quality. There are splendid pat^e 'oT.^^

StiU, there .s a great variety of re«>urce.
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tt prvMfit quite untouched. For inttaace, tht w«altb

of South Africa in ootl it only jutt beginning to be

tapped, and her wealth in iron, which in lome parts of

the country, especially in the Transvaal, is very great, is

so far quite untouched.

Having regard not only to the quantity of (oal and

iron, but to theb juxtaposition, the closeness in which

these deposits lie to one another, there is, I believe, no

reasonable doubt that the time must come, sooner or

later, when the production of iron and of all the articles

into the composition of which steel and iron enter, will

play a very important part, and that it may very well be

the case that the centre of South Africa will be the

greatest industrial r^on of the southern hemisphere. It

is impossible to speak positively on this subject, but it is

a matter which in estimating the chances of the future

cannot be left out of the account, and one which those

who have the control of the affairs of the country would

do well to keep constantly in view. Of course, it stands

to reason that so long as a very limited European popu-

lation has this vast quantity of precious metals to exploit,

they will pay a lesser degree of attention to other

products which may be permanently of even greater

benefit to the country, but the exploitation of which gives

less immediate profit. Therefore, the development of

minerals, other than the precious metals, is a matter

which will come gradually, and which may not attract

so much attention until the working of the precious
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«*!. Aow. «». . .^ Of ea«to, to « «.d. A«l .0c-J-K^ iroj, «p«i,Uy iron. « {„ tt. frt^^
P*"""*'/ neglected.

But, if th. minerml resource, of Sooth Afric, other
ttan the preciou. metal., ,re of problematicH develop.

«me.hi„, „ b„„g done, to inoe.« the productivity ofme ml. And people .re beginning to diwover thtt if i„
*»r..pe« South Afric en never hope to rival the
mott favored countrie,, ihe i. neverthele.. capable of
far more than people once gave her credit for. The old

Lt'J ^ /'"'• *" *" "^«'' *« "<* «»« 'Tip««h yield the mo,t valuable product, of . .uMropical^.e. that .trip wa, not very U.ge and not^v^

tute. Ae bulk of South Africa, was incapable of bein.

Z1!"a r"""'" ^"^"^^^ or inching
country^ And a peat deal of the veld can „ndo»bt«Uy-- be -.ythmg .,« than a pastoral counfy. U

J

tract, of .t mamiy i„ Cap. Colony, can only support
*^, and other large tracts have so far never supp^
«»y«u„g but hor«s and cattle. But since this majThnbe" taken systematically in h«,d p«pfe tav. b,p,„ ^<^co«r, m a,. fi„. pbce, Ua. land which used toTL
s.dered only valuable a, pasture will really bear rich^. especially mealies, and again that a g^ea. deal 0I««n^ which It was thought could only bear crops with"Ption can. under more scientific treatment, bear cn,«
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of value even without this artificial assistance. Thest

discoveries, together with the great improvement which

is being effected in the quality of flocks and herds by the

introduction of better breeds, and by the successful war
waged on the greatest curse of South Africa, epidemic

disease among animals, are opening a new prospect to

the South African farmer. If only the other great

scourge to which he is exposed, the plague of locusts,

can be tackled with equal success, the future will be a

bright one. And there is every hope of such improve-

ment.
,

One of the most important featares in South Africa

to-day is the development of her agricultural resources

by the means of science. That is of special interest to

Canadians for two reasons. One is that this development

is a good deal similar to what has happened in your own
West, in this respect, that in the West to-day millions

of acres are being cultivated with the greatest profit,

which were despaired of even by good judges of agri-

culture ten or twenty years ago. The supposed difficulty

and supposed impossibility have turned out to be a delu-

sion. Precisely the same thing is happening, though on
nothing like the same scale, in South Africa to-day, and
land is being profitably used which in time past was
looked upon as hopeless. And there is another point

which will be of interest to you. This development,

which has begun within the last few years, is largely due
to the fact that, directly after the war, we started in the
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two new colonic, ,he Tnmsvaal «,d the Orange RiverCokmy, veo- active agricultural departments. The Gov-en«»«,t took the matter up a, it never had been taken

Awtl"" "" '° ""' *^ *• P™""'' <" SouthAfnan government was very much the same as thatwhich at one time dominated the minds of people inGreat Bntain. namely, that the devel„pm«.n, th""source, of a countty was not a thmg wWch concLtd

w«^ .*• ^' ""• '" *' ^o^'"™"'
•»<» «° <te

way of trade and mdustry, and to trust to the enternrise«.d«,ergy Of individuals to do the rest A>.^Z7(
t^'^JT "7 ""''"""'"' I 00 "0, think it« a perfect theo^r for an old country ; it never an«vered

Thirrr ^°*- ™ ^"> Africa the ^rst thiSwh^the Government did after a,e war. and whichZ«med on side by side with repairing the damage of the•^w« to try to start the country, in every respec, but
«P«c«UIy m aspect of agricultural development, on ah«her ptan. than that on which the c^nmencemen. of
the war found it.

^-.^1'°°'^ """" *• """' "o «"" *« ""«• who

ZLv ~"'7«",'<' ™» » ftoroughiy scientiiic and«ergefc agricultural department in both the new col-
on.es^ And we found them in different parts ,i .H,

""fnent, and especially in Canada. And not only
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did some of the men come from Canada bat
I think all the men who came, in any leadmg and
responsible position, had made a special study of the
agricultural development which has been so characteristic
of the United States and of Canada. For that teaching
of scientific agriculture which is going, I believe, to effect
the transformation of a large part of South Africa, a
complete transformation of its economic condition, we
looked to tiie experience and the lessons of scientific
agriculture in tins country. And I am glad to think ti»t,
despite all tiie differences which divide Soutii Africans
to^y. and despite tiie contrast which in some respects
undoubtedly exists between tfie present regime and tiier^e which preceded it. the agricultural departments
of the new colonies have struck root to such an extent, and
tiie good work that they have already achieved has
received such an amount of recognition, tiiat, whatever
may happen to other things, tiiis is a piece of solid pro-
gress which notiiing is going to undo.

Now, one word in conclusion on a wholly different
subject I have purposely avoided all political refer-
ences, but there is one political question, not of a coo-
troversial nature, which naturally excites so much inter-
est to-day, tiiat I wish very briefly to refer to it. I aUude
to tiie great subject which is being considered at Durban
durmg tiiese very days, the federation, or, as some pre-
««r to put it, tiie unification of Soutii Africa. Call itwhat you will, the problem is to create one centrml legi-

;*

'
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teurt iJid government for .U South Afric, with or"Mwmt «bordin.te provincial govemm«,t. „d legi^
htore.. Tl« result of the conference ,t Durb«. wiU Ihmno. the le,« doubt, be the clo«r unio« of SouthAfnoL The ex«t form of that union I would rather
not att«pt to forecast But there i, this gr«i, differ-«« between the problem of the union of the South
AfrK»a «,u, „d the problan which confronted theT^ of Canada before Confederation, that th.«unothmg really separating the states of South Africa

^inr"'""*^ '""'^"- I<^«tme«..o

ot^jT-"" Z^ *''"°~ "»ong the p«,pfeof South Amca. There are deep divirion^ and^t«» c«. ove,«„e them and draw the two great EuJ^ race, together into one nation, and perhaps a long

«^one of the states, not absotately in the same p.^
P«.K»J»t„ v«y much the same proportion, hi.™t . ca^ for mst^Ke, of brmging together a Britishc»™numty and . Dutch cc™m„^ty; it is . question ol^ . number of communitie, in all of which tij

of race B concem«l, great as «« the diSSculties which it
Prewnte, it doe, not present any special difficukie. tonmon, beeau«. whateva^ problem, may ari« from the
«-»!«« of nation, of different languages a«. idea.

« ooe body pohtic. flKse problem. al««ly «d« in e«a,
»» the Kpwate ««... and they „, „o, goi,, ^ i.
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to«tt,«|, but rather diminished, or, ,t any rate, modi-
fied, bjr uniting those separate states into one state The
obsucle. to union are of another character, and perhaps
the greatest of them is, that one of the states is so muS
wealthier and more prosperous, at the time being, than
fte rest, that there may be people within that state who
do not wi..h to share their prosperity with the rest ofSouth Afnca; and, on the other har.d, there may be
people m the other states who are afraid of coming mto
.tte partnership with such an overwhehning neighbor
I do not. however. Believe that this or any other difficnlty
wUI prevent U,e union from being accomplished. The
majority of people m all the states, of people of bofl.
races, are too much alive to its necessity. And they antave a great common difficulty to face-I am speaking
of the wh.te peopl^in the fact that, though th^
the aI«olute masters of the com,.ry, the ruling race, the,« stdl only a minority, and a small mfa^ty, L^™d,t of a mud. more n^nerous colored population.The ^tes number a miUio. and a quarter, there or
hereabouts. But the colored population, mostly pure
blades, are four or five times as numerous. And oL iaa situation which is fuU of difficulty, and which consti-
tute, no d«.bt the most serious of aU the p,obl«ns which
I.e before South Africa. The precis, nature of the diffi-
oilty .s, mdeed, often misunderstood. There U no ques-
tion, «k.st not m my opinion, of u,e black popuhtion
ever becommg a danger to the political supremacy to

il VI
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^n.on.. I doubt wheto th^ „ai be fr«,u«,t or ve„

f"' *^ »"'« «° ""P* "ift th«n. The real dai^er if

.^^ m f«t, Ae mere pre^nce of . le« civU-«d «ce, may have upon a,e European population i.«lf.On. ^nsequence of .he fact that the colored p«,p,.« the majonty, the subject majority, and thatTevconshtute what y„„ might caU the wor^ tCls^worj. m^uai labor such a, it i, no di,:^. f^'
'^

Zte CO •? "^J"
^'"** ^'"'»- H. wm notl,

11 V T! r * *"•* '^'' """^ " h* » obliged

^
doit, he feel, himself degraded by it. This tend, to-^0.^ an unhe^«,y contempt for many .^^o"^

7L^^ T
" '**"'""" '^»"""«' on the part^ wlutes. I, tend, to the degradation of thoj^

^- who are. after all. compeUed to do work of that

"stance, by the name of "mean white,."

on thu drfScult and complex ,abject I only wanted to

««. the mmd. of all men in South Africa, is a question
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rather different in its character from what it it «„,.
monly supposed to be by the outside world. But. what-
ever its difficulties, it will no doubt be easier to deal #itfa

'

m a united South Africa, than under three or four dif-
ferent and conflicting systems in the different stetes.
For this, as for every other reason, those who have the
welfare of South Africa at heart-and we must aU desif«
the welfare of that great and important part of our com-
mon Empire-cannot but feel an earnest wish that the
present effort to bring about South African union may be
crowned with success.
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BOARD OP TRADE, MONTREAL,
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W«f ft., tt. policy of uriff refo™, „. « „ di,un.
d.U,jjo«« to pre^ to u,.U«iW Kingdom. P,^h«».« cb«p, „d aat i., of cou,«, only . p.r«™i opinion.^It „one which 1 hold very .,„^,y. Andi.fa,„i„«^m that ., uriff „lcnn do., com,, i. will eon^ ^
«ference to ae rwge of UK tariff or Ae heigh, of w-^*.,.e. B««,p.«yi.a.e,ytoprop^.4^.
2«"o our exming ,y«em, «q, more Utan « u,e prL

s.m:^.^^"^-'^^"''^-'-^
ft.1 «.„mi«g fte United Kingdom to .dop. . tariff

«rV- «. g«.r.I chapter to *., of ler gr««^ «d commerdal n.tion,-»niUr to fltaTT
P«»»r. for m«»ce, Aongh no doub, wi* . „^^Z^ "!r

°' '""^ "•*^y "> food.h.ff.^
«™» ctange wUI com. over fte whole «p,c. oiZ^P~b.em. Fori.wiU«^h.po«ib.?rr4^
«»ae preference ., pr.«n, given by C«»d. „d oS^*»>»on. to *. Mofl« Coomry, «.d the p^fl^c of .
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re»t development of trade within the Empire wiU teem
much nearer than it does to-day.

Now, to my mind, what is known as "Preferential

'

Trade" between different parti of the Empire has always
•ppcared one of the happiest and most fertile ideas ever
introduced into the sphere of national economics. To
treat the Empire as an economic whole without any
internal barriers is not a practical proposition. On the
other hand, it is both bad business and bad politics that
the different communities within the Empire should deal
with one another in any respect as if they were foreign
countries. The policy of preference is a working com-
promise. And it is a principle of wide application affect-
tng a great deal else besides import duties. If the
United Kingdom were to remain, as I for one feel con-
vmced it will not remain, a country of unrestricted free
imports, I should still adhere to the principle of prefer-
ence. I should stiU, for instance, desire to see tiie stream
of emigration and of capital directed from die United
Kingdom to other parts of tfie British Empire rather
than to foreign countries, tiiough witiiout a change in the
British tariff, and consequently without tht possibility of
substantial mutual concessions in respect of customs
duties, it would be much more difficult so to direct it

Even at tiie risk of wearying you, I should like to
make tiiis point of view perfectiy clear. The principle
of preference, and the reasons for it, I should define as
follows: in the interests of tiie Empire as a whole we
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j,m bound to <l«i„ the gr«..„ dev.IopmeM. in «o«»aic"to other r..p«ct,, of every p.r, oJ it. I. follow, that«-yp.«. which like^ of tl„ «if.g„ver„i„, domin-^ ta . d«tmc. .nd i„depend«., «:onomic unit. ™u.tbe f«e. „ ,„de«l they ,11 .re free, to shape it, fiK,l

^^ZTf, '" '- °™ "*'"' '«<""-«nt,. with .v«w to the fuue.. development of it. own wealth and

Umted K«gdom ,t«lf. But, subject to H^t. it i, desir-
.ble to encourage the maximum of intercour«, includmg

IZZTT"^ "*""""*• '*^~" ^ <«««^»»tat« «,d to foster trade withm the Empire to the

J^.
PO«ib.e ««ent Nothing could cont^bute m^

to Aa, result than ft. g^.„, ^^^ ^^^
otter thmg, bemg equal, or ve^r nearly equal, the Lok

wher^er .hey reasonably can, they d«,„,d give thei J
torn to thcr own kith and kin r.««r a«m to fo«ig„ersMuh«U concession, in respect of tariffs must J^,
^.^ hUluence in «„. direction; they muir^d .

^r «to channel, within the Empire n.ther .h«.ato ch«mels ouuide it, not to divert it from iu nat,^^.M to keep it in one course ra««r than r:^::!

«nu«e„bl. case, m favor of on. «„rce of supply a.
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•ftiiut A campetinf •ourcc of supply; in favor of •
Brit.th M against a non-BritiiUi source.

I maintain that if any group of nations, situated aa

'

the great self-governing dominions of the Empire are

relatively to one another, were to adopt such a policy of

mutual concessions, they would be the gainers by it It

would tend to give stability to trade, it would tend to give

their several exports a position of vantage and security

in certain great markeU, and would mitigate the risks

and uncertainties of unrestricted international competi-

tion.

So much from the economic point of view, pure and
simple. But the cise for reciprocal concessions between
different parts of the Empire is, of course, immensely
strengthened, when we consider also their political effect

By buying its wheat, as far as possible, from Canada
rather than from Argentina, the United Kingdom will be

helping to build up the prosperity of the Dominion. By
buying china and earthenware or glassware or cutlery

from the United Kingdom rather than from Germany or

Belgium, Canada is helping to give employment to British

instead of foreign hards. By obtaming her sugar from
the West Indies instead of the Continent of Europe, Can-
ada is making all the difference to the economic pro-

spects of the West Indies. Needless to argue that de-

velopment and employment in any part of the Empire
is more important to us than an equivalent amount of

development or emplojrment in some foreign country.
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I AMU Id. to Uha„«. i. .^ p.rtic„hrly by wtat

b. awy to i..pp«. a tt,. ^.,„^^ ,«ip;^^

!«<«««.. U«r. r«IIy i. no ro«„ for di^te. E»^

competo,, ob«mr pot it to m. the otl«r d.», -p.^.

0«»d.„d«h„.tm^f On thi. point, ^h,,J^

« v.Miaai«n Cuttomj. which are contained in an aooendi^

P^ of Bnu* Tr«ie in C«»d.," published a. , bZBool. uaond«. dU, year. Mr. Bain «y. (p.^ fl""

toa^T"* *** *• P^fc^ntil tariff, 1 yentu«^«« « the «,onge.t way that, if .uch pref.n»ce ha^

rteJn.Snl*''
°"?'' ""^ -* Can«la would be on• very small basis to-day."

Again he says:

P0« f^lwrhT"*
'"^^^ »cco«pIi.hed the pur-POK for wtach rt was mlended, and it not only arreted

Z^T '" »''«'> ^- but gave h a rjy"^
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I believe thtt these are conclusions bued on eridenee,

and evidence so strong that no fair-minded and well-

informed free importer can refuse to accept it. The pres-.

ent Chancellor of the Exchequer, as you know, has

accepted it. While arguing that to adopt reciprocity

would cost the United Kingdom too dear, he admitted in

the freest and most generous terms the advantage to the

United Kingdom of the Canadian preference. And the

same is true of the preference given by other dominions.

I think you may take it that on this point controversy

is practically over, and that the benefit derived by the

United Kingd(»n from existing preferences, if nothing

occurs at this juntture to impair that benefit, is going to

be one of the most powerful weapons in the hands of

tariff reformers, and will contribute materially to the

victory which I anticipate.

That victory would, I hold, be of immense impor-

tance, not only to the United Kingdom, but also to Can-

ada. I am not sure that the bearing of it on your own
development is fully realized. People in this country

certainly seem to be in favor, and strongly in favor, of

the United Kingdom granting a preference in return for

the Canadian preference ; but I think they are in favor of

it as a matter of sentiment, as a matter of principle, and

not so much from any belief in the importance of its

practical effects. And I can well understand that to the

farmer of the West, for instance, in the first rush of his

new prosperity, to the man who finds the crop of a single
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yw rq>bdng or dmort repUcing iM that he hw «)eat
«poo hi. Und. the .dvMUge of two or three cent. .
budiel ag»mst an unseen competitor in « di.ttnt marketn»y tppw . matter of very small account He probably^ not give it a thought-not at present But things
will not always be as they are at present Th, WesTL
t whole, indeed agricultural Canada as a wl >!. |- 'v,u. ^
to develop and grow immensely in werJth and nro.p.r.tyM mdmdual profits will not show as .a.cc a. .hey I
now, though even now they only do so ovr- a ^eMal
and limited area. Mixed farming vil! grad:u.ny tke chc
place of specialized wheat farming over a !r,.^.e r rt at
least of the western prairie. And even spc.i.L.ed wheat
farmmg where it may still prevail wiU require more capi-

^ than it did at the outset. Moreover. Canada is not
the only country which is making prodigious strides in
•gncultoral development Her food products, whether
vegetable or animal, whether the wheat and oats of the
western prairie or the cheese and butter of the Province
of Quebec in so far as they are not consumed at home,
will have to compete in external markets, and above aUm the great British market, with similar products from
many parts of the world, and especially from the Argen-
tme. In the keenness of that competition a very small
Pennanent advantage will have a very great effect Two
or three cents a bushel may seem a small matter. They
are not a small matter when multiplied by two hundred
millions.

9,

I
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Moreover, this is a question of deyelopment All the

new countries want capital. There is not enough spare

capital in the world to go round. In the competitioii for <

what there is, which is die fiercest competition of all, an

advantage will lie with the countries which appear to be

more profitable as fields for investment, because, other

things being equal, their products are in a position to

compete on specially favorable terms in some of the most

important markets. And that consideration will tell with

peculiar force in Great Britain, where, if the principle of

Preference were to be endorsed by the nation, a great

impetus would be given to the sentimental as well as the

material influences making for the investment of British

capital in other parts of the Entire rather than in

foreign countries.

And in this general Canadian development all classes

win share. It is not merely a question for the farmer.

The transportation agencies, the manufacturers, are

equally concerned. Indeed, the position of the Canadian

manufacturers—I do not, of course, expect them to admit

this—seems a peculiarly favorable one. They have got

a protected home market, which gives every {M'omise'of

vast expansion. Whatever Canadians require, which

Canadian manufacturers can produce at anything like

equal cost with other people, Canadian manufacturers

will supply.

But at the same time, as I hope and believe, under

Preference British manufacturers will get the lion's share
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of the reit. in so far as they can supply it I Uy great
stress on that qualification. People are often perturbed
by the great growth of trade between Canada and the
United States. I do not think it is necessarily injurious
to trade between Canada and the United Kingdom.
There are a vast number of articles which Canada draws
from the United States which she could not by any possi-
bih^ draw from Great Britain. The trade of this comitry
with the United States wUl grow, and ought to grow, but
Its growth need not involve any injury-quite the reverse
-either to Canadian or British industries. The bulk of
the importations into Canada from the United States does
not hurt them at all, though I do not, of course, deny that
there are some classes of goods imported into Canada
from the United States which I should prefer to see
imported from the United Kingdom.

I say I thmk the position of the Canadian manufac-
turers » a very strong one. But I should like, certainly
with great fear and trembling and quite foreseeing that
I may bring an avalanche on my unlucky head, to utter
one word of warning.

There is a growing feeling in favor of Free Trade in
many parts of the country. I do not think it wUl prevail
I do not think that, either in the interests of Canada or of
the Empire, it is desirable that it should prevaU. But I
believe the movement would become very formidable if
the bow of Protection were strung too tightly, and indeed
if It were not, as time and circumstances demand, to be
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lomewhat relaxed. From the point of view of tiK numu-

facturert themselves it would be a mistake to be too

aggressive. As long as they retain a position of sidMtaa-

tial vantage in Uie home market, they have no itmit,

but the reverse, in diminishing the prosperity of their

own customers, as excessive dutks do diminish it. And
as r^iards the position between Canadian and British

manufacturers let me say just this : a good deal of harm

was done at one time by the idea that the policy of pref-

erence aimed at an artificial division of industries between

Canada and the United Kingdom, certain kinds of manu-

factures being, so to speak, appropriated to Canada, and

tiie United Kingdom being left undisturbed in the exer-

cise of others. I do not believe in such an artificial lim-

itation, but I do believe that, with reasonable tariffs and

mutual preference, there will be something like a natural

adjustment. The policy of Preference is sometimes

represented as an exchange of sacrifices. It is nothing of

the kind, and the word sacrifice is quite out of place in

connection with it. The idea simply is that, while Can-
ada should make for herself everything she can make at

a reasonable cost, she should buy what she cannot so

make from the rest of the Empire rather than from out-

side it, provided that the rest of the Empire is capable,

again at a reasonable cost, of supplying it. As a aiatter

of fact, if this principle were adopted, there would
in practice be something like a division of labor in

supplying the Canadian market between Canadian and
British manufacturers.
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A-d «o doubt friction would occasionally ari,.

^ W.th^d to .uch ca«,. to case, for in,ta„„

rt^ I««. a high duty upon the British article, ncvl*d«»,«,ds to prejudice the Canadian pnxiucer „d to

^I«„ «y «. I do no. want British prefer«,c to ham.^^ any way whatsoever, but I want the nutter"".dered fron, U,e point of view of Canada, of Cana-d«n mdustry as a whole, and not merely from that Ta
rr::i:if

"'^ -" » ^-«- of^d.^.'::'!

^uT^ ^ r""'
°' '"°'"*""' •" *« Canadianproducer. But ,t ,s quite «-ident that if , particular^ or tr^les. which have no natu«l adva^t^T to^. can make the Can^han cc«sumer pay mu^mo^^^ their value for the products, he will have so much

wh.a may be much more suitable to Canadian conditions.

United Kmgdom, but to the advantage of Canadian

causes of fr,ct,on. They will be rare, but we can never

Tfr .!!,'"."' '"'""^' '"" *^'«'^''^ ^ 'one ast " one-«ded. At present if any Canadian trade is or
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thinks itMlf unfairly affected by the preference given to

British goods, there is no one in Canada interested in

presenting the case on the other side, and so ensuring

that it shall be fairly considered on its merits. But (Mice

let the whole body of Canadian exporters be interested

in mainuining a preference for Canadian goods in the

United Kingdom, once let the whole Canadian community

feel the benefits of closer commercial relations with the

United Kingdom, and any a^^ieved trade will have to

make out a real case before it will be able to obtain public

sympathy.

And it must not be forgotten that Canadian manu-

facturers themselves will be directly as well as indirectly

interested in the maintenance of a preferential duty by

the United Kingdom. One of the features of tariff

reform will certainly be a tax on imported manufactures.

Now, Canadian manufacturers ah-eady compete to stnne

extent in the markets of the United Kingdom—take
agricultural implements, for instance—with similar manu-

factures from other countries, and especially from the

United States. Strong and growing Canadian industries

will be increasingly engaged in such competition in the

British market. I think they will be among the keenest

defenders of preference for British goods in tlM Canadian

market against any unreasonable attack.

And now, in conclusion, only two further remarks.

I sometimes hear complaints in Canada about the slow

progress which the idea of mutual preference seems to
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P"**..»M^ U, . want of .yn^Ay. », ^^"^

^^*^«»™h»» difficulties which the new dqarture in««»«»«: thought had to encounter in G«at Britain
progress doe, not seen, slow, but fa«. And in Jy^^I«. .je that our delay and hesitation is „« d™ ^^y«m^f syn.path, witi, ti« idea o, a closer union of tj

At heart the v,„ „„jority of p«,ple in the OldCounto- have a very strong feeling of attachment to thenm*" ti« Empire, a vety ,t,ong desirM^

may te mamtamed and strengthened. The bulk of tjBy, people are Unionists at heart-Unionists. I meann« „ any party sense, but in the s«„. of desiringTo

of wtad. th., ,s no, true, a section who roUly a« Litti,

d^rt'"'K^"^"'"' "•" ^^^^ Ana nodoubt al«, ti.e operation of the party system often giv«
^1-, « to other minorities. . much greater mflu««

*«r«ter. But i, i, quite certain a,at th. attitnde ofZ'^ .. entirely out of accord witi, the generafn..!^

H
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sentiment And if there is delay in accepting either the

idea of mutual, preference, or any other iMX>posal which

aims at promotii^ Imperial unity, it is due to doul^ as

to the efficacy of the particular scheme to attain its object,

and not to any want of sympathy with the object itself.

And, lastiy, let me says this : No man is a stronger

advocate of Preference than I am, but do not let me be

supposed to hold that Preference alone, even in its widest

application, is going to solve the whole problem of

Imperial unity. Trade relations are important, very im-

.

portant, and very far-reaching, but they are not every-

thing. Neither ^o I know that closer trade relations,

immense as their value would be in keeping us t(^ether,

will necessarily lead to the growth of common political

institutions or of a common policy.

The reason for putting up a big fight for Preference

is that it is something making in the right direction (some-

thing in itself desirable on economic grounds, and desir-

able in its ulterior effects on wider grounds) which is

immediately practical. It is something which can be

accomplished now. The great danger of the whole

Imperial movement is that it may lose itself in aspirations.

And in some ways that danger is greatest with the very

people who are the keenest Imperialists. They have a

great and splendid ideal—I entirely sympathize with it

—

of an out and out federation, and they are apt to think

that unless we have got that, nothing at all can be done.

My own feeling is that so far from there being nothing

>i
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to b. done, hardly . d.y p,«.^„^ .,„„,^„^

r^ ''"*'"»"-'P^«i«« fa. right daZ:.«

«««% of tackling practical problem, a, they fa tm•""• ^"^ - Ockle th«. fa u,. right .pirit lit-«« « . r«a «v. i^., ,,i^ affcctslastUbcr^o,
P«op c and mter^t, «corbody. I, i, . real live question•»d therefore it i, worth all our effort, to brfa^ i. Ta'r^ condusic^ no. only for it, own ^b^tl
0»t we are not onpractical vi«onari«. but that the spirit

"^ m «m. futt,re and a, yet distant achievement i,

M'^«t°Lr2f-? «" •"" "- «-- whir,re
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\«« !. ...
aomestic reform and social Dro«-M«

I bXJta „ ,
,""P'*™»'«n' to one «„,ther."

I tlTTJ, °^ '~'"*" "" •»«". tat I hop.

«eir lunctions to perform; it is not m^-i

cording „ that , T ^ '"'"^' *""«'• «"

<»«h.cn«> ot diminished Tly ul^t.r *'**''^

power i«t o- fi„ .,
*''' """^'•'y greatness and!»«« re., on .he welfare and contentednes, of the n»..
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el the people. And this involves lo much : the phytkal

bealth of nen ind women with all that it necettfiy t*

insure it; air, space, cleanliness, exercise, good houses,

good food, and all that is generally included in domestic

economy. Physical health first as the basis; then, of

course, trained intelligence, the power of thought and

observation, quickness of hand and eye, the development

of various forms of industrial skill, and so forth.

I might go on all day recounting the multitude of

things which make for the welfare and contentedness of

a people, from physical health onwards, through educa-

tion, to the higher pUmes of moraHty and religion, things

which were never better summed up than in the old

prayer-book phrase of "health, wealth and godliness."

But my special p6int is that all this involves an immense

amount of social organization. In our complex modem
society there is room, no doubt all the room and the need

in the world, for individual enterprise and initiative. But

there is no room for a policy of laissez-faire, or "go-as-

you-please and the devil take the hindmost," unless you

are prepared to have such a mass of "hindmosts," such

a number of failures as will drag down the whole com-

munity to a lower Ic,et. In the keen rivalry of nations,

in the constant ccmpctition between them, fran which

none can escape (I am not thinking of war; wars might

forever cease, but there would still be competition in

peace), one of the things which is going to count most is

waste, waste of human power through bad social and
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«Mt in that respect

.^f^^ I tave vol«n of weU-beui, ««|«««^. You cnno. h.v. «„«„.«to.,nf dt^"W from m.„ riu«i.h .o,«i,««,ce, wiAo„. .
c«^n»,»reof«d,.bring. More «»„ U„, ,,„J"ot tave patriotic,. Not ttat I mom to «v f« .

•^. On* of,«, find. UK «™^. .««i„«„„^

** workmg eh™, „d aiere i, good re«on for tlat, too

"1 !>««« . n,«,ber of , p,., „aon. i, . mor/^lld

11 A. .d«^ „d., of Hfe, c« b. choted. mu« b. ^iT^ s,„^ „d degradaHo, of the „„„„ of^^,
TZ^JT"^ ""' -" -« -<««- Of

" No shade for those that sicken
In the furnace fire of life,

No hope of more or better

This side the hungry grave.
Till death release the debtor,

Eternal sleep the slave."
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Where conditions exist which cause feelings such is

these to take possession of great numbers of the people

—

and I fear such conditions do exist frequently m many

of our large centres of population—^you cannot expect to

find patriotism. You cannot expect a casual laborer in

an English town, for instance, working for fifteen or

twenty shillings a week, and having a wife and family

to support, and no certainty that he will get even that

fifteen or twenty shillings from week to week, I say you

cannot expect that man to set much store by being a

citizen of a great (empire, or even to care about a vote,

except for what he may get out of it for himself or his

class. I need not dwell further upon this. I hope I have

made my point clear. It is that one of the essentials of

national greatness is good social organization, and that

patriotism and Imperialism (Imperialism, which is simply

the highest development of patriotism in the free peoples

of a world-wide state) must look inwards to the founda-

tions of society, to prevent disease at the roots, as well as

outwards, to ward off externa! danger and attack.

And here is where the influence of women especially

comes in. I do not mean to say that I underestimate their

influence in any branch of national policy. On the con-

trary, it may be of quite peculiar value all round, were

it only in this respect—that it is less likely to be deflected

from the right line in any great national and Imperial

issue by party considerations than is the opinion of the

average man. No doubt women, too, are often partisans,
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Wttcr partisans, but they arc not brigaded, platooned. asmen are, m party divisions. They are not exposed to the
same temptation, or to the same pressure as men
often are, to subordinate public, national. Imperial inter-
ests, to the mterests or supposed interests of a
I^rty organization. I say, Heaven forbid that we
should tnr to circumscribe the influence of women in
pubhc hfe. And veiy fortunately, even if we wished to,we could not do it Their influence is, in fact, aU-pervad-
mg. But their actual work will necessarily lie mainly in
the sphere of internal and social development. What I
want them to realize is that in doing that work well they
are rendering national and Imperial service as much as
any soldier or sailor or diplomatist.

I have been told that one of the foremost of living
Enghshwomen recently addressed this club, and that aU
that she talked about was the provision of playgrounds
and other means of recreation for the chUdren of the poorm London and other great centres of popuhition in the
UmtedKmgdom. I think she was perfectly right. What
does one of our greatest modem writers and artists in
words say about this? In simple and childlike language
no doubt, for he was only writing a "Child's Garden of
Verse," but yet with deep underlying truth, he says:-

" Happy hearts and happy faces,

Happy play in grassy places,

This is how in ancient ages

ChUdrc
! grew to kings and sages."
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I do not know that there is any greater Imperial
service that could be rendered than if we were to provide,

as we do not provide, but as we might provide, ample
space and means of healthy recreation for even the poor-

est children in our great cities.

Now, this is a problem, one of a group of problems,

which are no doubt less urgent and which come home less

to you in a vast thinly-peopled country like Canada than
they do to us in the crowded, thickly-populated countries
of Western Europe. But I am not sure that the peculiar

difficulties of a crqwded town life are not going to be
reproduced on this side of the Atlantic, only with added
irony, because there is so much room. I do not know
how many of those present have read a book called the

"Jungle." It gives a terrible picture, an exaggerated

picture, no doubt, but still, I fear, not one wholly
devoid of truth, of very undesirable social conditions in

one of the great cities of the United States. I do not

think there is anything like that in Canada. Far from it.

But I do think that the people in many of the new towns
which are growing so fast, especially in t^e Canadian
West, hardly realize how rapidly slums, and the other

evil features of a crowded town life, do spring up, unless

careful provision is made be'ciehand to avert them—pro-
vision so easy to make in the first instance, if people
would only be sufficiently far-sighted, so hard to make
afterwards, when all the surrounding open space has been
taken up and has attained a prohibitive value. Then,
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When it is too late, p.„pk „. ,„„ ^

drjn Bur^"^"""
'"" * '""'-"y »?'« publicdoma,„. But ,f men are too much absorbed in theirbusm„s or in poiitica. questions „, mor. immediate intr"

.htic*: L"rri«'-' •"""'" '"'""'""• '°

them. ^ "°"'*" ""«''* '°°^ ^tf"

Now please observe that this is merely a single iUas-

rr to1 « ""' ^""' '" ^ *™'°" "' '""-«-inean to confine women to one class of questions and

^^iZ:^'; i '"r
"^"'^^

'" ^ •''Vision oTl:'ests ot that kind, but I do beli^vA ,« » j- • •

\xr
"t X uo oeiieve in a division of laborWe cannot afford to dispense with the aid of women^'the great work of social organization, if only ^Zthere are not men enough to go round.

_

I often hear of there being too many people in a nar

^abSdl?t"" "' "'" '™""'"= '- *e innum-

the aM wTi^
'^°''

' "^' "'"O '° "«•«»- withme a,d which women are willing and able to give Som,^Ple maintain tha, when one talks like thifoL i Tn

0"« is tatang them out of their ^oper sphere, and so
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forth. No sane person would encourage women to go
into public work to the neglect of their domestic duties.

But there are many of them who have time to spare, who
have special gifts for social work, and who are very

anxious to undertake it. I say it would be madness to

repress them, especially when there is so much work
which goes undone. We have begun to learn this lesson,

at least in the old country.

In the United Kingdom to-day the assistance of

women is welcomed, and they are doing an increasingly

important work in many directions. As inspectors in

factories, as members of boards of guardians, and indeed

as members of all bodies which are concerned with local

government, and especially with regard to the manage-
ment of schools, they are taking a more and more prom-
inent position, and the community is -jnaiensely the better

for it. Everything that pertains to education, to housing,

to hospitals, to the life of women and children employed
in mines and factories and shops, to the care of those

who have fallen in the race of life, whether they have
fallen for good—the numbers of whom, in a new country
like this, should be comparatively small—or whether they

have only fallen temporarily, and can by timely and sen-

sible help be set on their feet again—all these are spheres

of work, in which the co-operation o. women is peculiar-

ly valuable.

I might greatly extend this catalogue, but I am not

here concerned to give a catalogue of women's opportuni-
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tie., but mfter to brtog home to you the mtionl aspect
so to speak, of them all.

I have spoken of the work done by women in the Old
County, because it is what I have myself seen andtaow I cannot speak with equal experience of what isbemg done by them in Canada. Bu, of this I am firmly
convmced, that what is known throughout the Empire as
the women s movement" can only gain, and may gain

"mensely, from an exchange of experiences, from th-women of one par. of the Empire following the efforts!
.nd learnmg from the successes, or the failures of womenm other parts. That is one of the chief advantages of
the umty of the Empire, of what I have spoken of as ourcommon cfzenship. We have go, to evolve between us
a^I a higher^ „f civilization. People do. in fact, learn
n:ore easily from those of their own household. We do
".fact, learn more easily from the efforts and experi'ments of men and women in other parts of our own Sn-P^e than from what is done or attempted in foreign
lands^ Soc«l experiments in the other d«ninions of

T^'Z "T" "" ''"^ " ''"'" ^"'»™ "'«''

n tt n^Tc " ^'"^ ""^ '"'^^ experiments, say

Lslc . '' " '" ^™"^- '^' - » 'P«ialns^ce „h.ch occurs .0 me at this moment, namely ,ha,m *e auemp. to deal with the evil of sweatingInEng-tod, we have derived peculiar instruction Zm what

tdfre
""" "'" " ''"'^ ""J"* " Australia.And there „ , very great deal that we can learn with
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regard to social organization generally from other parte
of the Empire also. Nor need the Old Country be
ashamed in so doing. She is in a good position to repay
in other respects the debt which she owes to the younger
countries. It is by mutual knowledge, by mutual help,

by learning from one another, that we shall preserve in

some and develop in others the vivifying and inspiring
sense of being, despite many differences of origin and
tradition, one people with a great common mission in

the world.

.< ?

I
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This is the Ust opportunily 1 AM have, at any rate

bemg the ««, I may, perhaps, without appearing tol

rr^
experiences during this n,y firs, journey on tJAmencan Continent I shall be saUing from^Que^

When 'il^lr°"T '"" '"" ""'=' ^«»> *e '-When I landed there. In the interval I have visited even,Provme. of .he I^mion except the Martin,XL^
That

., an unfortunate though inevitable omission ^Z
orftT^'^r"^''- «« " --Paratively e^

of Ae Mar.tm,e Provinces in a four or five weeks' t^in^s mstance. having a great, contutuous a^un "of

^I anT T '""« *« "<"« '''^'»« pa™ of

ura:s:rc^r"^'----"
Of course, I am quite aware that hard as T h..worl«d to s«, all that could be seen fa Z.

disDoqai fK- *" "** ^"ne at myO-spo^I, there .s a vast deal more ti»t 1 have misj
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The knowledge I have acquired of Canada is necessarily

very limited and superficial. There are many places

which I longed to visit, but could not visit ; and there is

no place which I have visited where I did not feel the

need of more time. Still» with all its shortonnings, this

has been a most instructive as well as a most delightful

journey. It is always pleas arable and interesting to see

a country for the first time. But the pleasure and the

interest are greatly enhanced when, as was my case in

this instance, one knows something about it from previous

study. And then I have enjoyed another great advantage.

Wherever I have gpne I have had friends to take me by

the hand and ensure my seeing not merely the outside of

things, but being brought into some real contact with the

life and interests of my various places of sojourn. In

this respect I have been most fortunate everywhere, but

nowhere more fortunate than here in Montreal.

The drawback of my journey, if it has had any

drawback—I do not like to complain where I have so

much more to be grateful for—is that I have been asked

to make so many speeches, and that frequently I could

not, without discourtesy, refuse to comply. I own that

I am rather appalled to think how many words I have

spoken in public, often with most inadequate preparation,

during the last six weeks. People are too apt to think

that because a man has spent many years in public life

he is necessarily a ready speaker. But this is a great

mistake. There are two kinds of public servants. There
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^L*^.
""^ ""^'^ '"""'•• » to mould „d to

orpvoi ,f I am not an adept at much speaking
But. ,i„c on this occasion I am perforce amongthe orators, what is i, that I have been a.,^!.

.0 ao. Most of m, speeches have d^it^.r^!
wa. asked and expected of me-with various a^" M
In wnat spmt have I approached that th«ne? My objectta. «rt«niy not been to .ecture the people of cJiat

"

to try ft> convert them to «,y particular doctrine. I, hasbeen a much more modest one. namely, ,o explain myown po„t of view. I am not asking peoplelo ag^w.* «. but I do want them to understand it AndTZ"« su« that even now, after all that ha, been said «,d«T.«en on the subiect, people do understand the pointof v.ew of what I may call an out and out Imperii,.
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Kingdom itself,W They are equal sharer, in a ««.won henuge. That is true Imperialism.
I Imow there are difficulties about grasping this doc-

tnne. Ut us, therefore, try to see just what it means•nd also what it does not mean. I warn to strip this
great idea of all disguising, all deforming misconceptions

We who believe in the unity of the Empire, whor 'f

-" ^^^- -- I-'^-t unity, who .: •:
favor of every measure and every tendency which

of the difficulties and the danger which might arise from
different parts of the Empire "interfering with oneMother s affau-s or meddling with one another." But
such admonitions indicate an entire misunderstand,u^ of our position. The complete independence
of eve^ self-governing state of the Empire in its

isn. Nobody dreams in these days of the British Parlia-m^t makmg laws for Canada or Australia. Such anIdea ,s ahen to all thinking men. but it is particularly
repulsive to Imperialists, for they would see^„ it 2
muT. H

'" *° ''' "^ *''"^ ^^^^^ *^«y have somuch at heart-unity of action for common purposes.

tnnJTJ'T' " *"°**''' misconception which seemsmore d^cult to eradicate, and that is the idea that Im-^mhsm means that the self-governing dominions,
whde, no doubt remaining indepe. lent in their respective
local affairs, should be grouped as sateUites roufd th!
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United Kingdom, and should, in matters of common

interest, all dance to the tune set by some Imperial piper

at Westminster. Once more I say no Imperialist either

expects or desires to see the dominions occupying any

such subordinate position. His notion is that, just in

so far as any of the self-governing dominions sees its

way to sharinr in the responsibilities of empire, it should

also share in the direction of Imperial policy. And
his ultimate ideal is a utiion in which the several states,

each entirely independent in its separate affairs, should

all co-operate for common purposes on the basis of abso-

lute unqualified equality of status.

No doubt the idea of such perfect equality presents

difficulties to many minds. They see that, however much
you may talk of equality of status, the different states

of the Empire are in actual fact still very unequal in

strength and resources. The United Kingdom, in par-

ticular, still is, and must for many years longer continue

to be far superior in these respects to any other member
of the Imperial family. And therefore they fear that

it would, in fact, drag the others after it, possibly into

adventures and complications, in which they would have

no interest and from which they greatly desire to be free.

And certainly that is the last thing which as an Imperial-

ist I either contemplate or wish. Moreover, it is the last

thing which, as a matter of fact, I think at all likely to

happen. In my opinion, a common policy, the active par-

ticipation of the dominions in the counsels of the Empire,
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w«.W be n,uch more likety ,„ k«p «,. jj,^ j^o« of umwesMry foreign compliadons than to involve
«» other .t,te» in such compUcations. An united EmpirewhJe enormously strong for purpose, of defence, w«Ud« .t «em, to me be absolutely averse from, I might
•taost «iy incapable of, a policy of adventure.

iu« fn '.!!""
' *"'' ""' *• ""' '<• "Wl- I have

JUS. alluded are groundless, I admit tiu.t they are, unde!pr.«n. conditions, with the present great iJiequaBty ^Po«r between the di,rer«,t states of the Empire not
altogether umuitural. And therefore it is that! in themteresu of Imnerial .,ni»,. .i. i.

re,^- .
^' "'°^'' "°» ™'y for that

^r>'
""" ^'*""'^' """" '"« '» »« «he greatestP^ .ncreas. in the population, the resour^s. t.^^«gth, the mtemal cohesiveness, the national self-consaousness and self-reliance, of the great dominion,of U,e Crown other than the United Kingdom. He Cs

^T'Jr "'"' °"" ^" "" « """""""

.^IZ,«t :; ? "" *•'' """^"' *" "««' tatoa Permanent md.ssolubIe union with the United Kingdomand w,th one ano«,er. For hi, belief is that, as the «^^.nung states grow in power, and as their relatol

^ow. On the one hand, they wUI become more con-

o being, not «oIated state,, but member, of a worT

«M.ng, because they feel ,h«n«,v« „„„ ^^^^
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share in the responsibilities and the glory of Empire.

It is on their strength, not on their weakness, on the

growing extent and multiplicity of their interests, not

on their continuing to live isolated lives in their several

comers of the world, that the Imperialist relies for the

impulses which will bring about closer union.

That being the case, you will well understand with

what sympathy and with what hope I, as an Imperialist,

contemplate the present great development, not only of

the material resources, but of the national spirit of

Canada. There are those who seem to fear that the

growth of a Canadian spirit, of Canadian patriotism, will

be a danger to the' unity of the Empire. I take precisely

the opposite view. The last thing I should dream of

doing would be to run Imperial patriotism against Cana-

dian. I want to rest the one upon the other.

I have heard it said a good many times of late, not

by Englishmen, but by Canadians, that public life in

Canada is unattractive because there are no big issues.

That seems to me an extraordinary view to take. No
big issues! The next half-century will determine the

question whether Canada is to remain part of the British

Empire. And the decision rests with Canadians. No
external compulsion could well be applied, certainly none

will be applied, to influence them in it. And their

decision may involve the fate of the Empire as a whole.

In any case, it must enormously affect its position and
influence in the world. Look at the map. Take Canada

I
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out of *e chain U„. g^^, ft. ,^ ^
do not «re so much about me« ,i«_but their continuity
«d«p.„^ofcon»,i<ia«on. Tl^ Empire might,2
• gr«it Power without Canada. Indeed, «„ UnitedKn«dom alone might, and would, remain a ^tW
f f

«'» »<" n,e«ly a question oM^en^^Enghnd ty herself was great in the Middle ^^^^

rrjL "' •"" "". ~ ="«* ^"^ -i^- Andme other portions of the Emoire m,« k

P«>p.rly organized, it must be by far AeZL t^""
ot .t But m all soberness and sincerity the British E^P.re, w.th all its defects and weak„esse„ti

"
in^

xr;rr.:?d"Tb""'^''-'--equal, on the side of humaniHr «* «• m-^of^c.. the continuance oTTt^^: '^:^»t

a I.robIeI / 7 "''^ «"""«»"• With such•problem confronting th«n, it is i„,p„„a,Ie to com^^-e ^th the ,«>p,e of this coun.ry!Lst of!„^^e of A«m who are still young, on the lack of big•ssues in their political life.




